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The ancient church was founded on basic
biblical teachings and practices like the Ten
Commandments, baptism, the Apostles’ Creed,
the Lord’s Supper, the Lord’s Prayer, and
corporate worship. These basics of the Christian
life have sustained and nurtured every generation
of the faithful—from the apostles to today. The
books in the Christian Essentials series open up
the meaning of the foundations of our faith.

CHRISTIAN ESSENTIALS

PASSING DOWN
TRADITION
THAT MATTERS

God’s Word
Changes Things

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

About Lexham Press

A GUIDE TO THE PERFECT LAW OF LIBERTY

Lexham Press seeks to increase biblical
literacy, thoughtful Christian reflection,
and faithful action around the world.
We’re committed to excellence through
visionary, faithful, and fruitful Christian
publishing in service of the church.

Peter J. Leithart
You know them. But do you understand them?
The Ten Commandments have become so familiar to us that we don’t
think about what they actually mean. They’ve been used by Christians
throughout history as the basis for worship, confessions, prayer, even
civil law.

A part of the Faithlife Corporation
(the makers of Logos Bible Software),
we’re working to help the church grow
in the light of the Bible.

Ordering Information

Peter Leithart re-introduces the Ten Commandments. He shows us how
they address every arena of human life, giving us a portrait of life under
the lordship of Jesus, who is the heart and soul of the commandments.

RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

See our entire catalog at LexhamPress.com

978-1-6835-9355-3, Hardback (5×7),
144 pages, $15.99

“This little gem of a book is the best introduction to the Ten Commandments
I have yet come across. I learned something new on almost every page.”
—Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, author of
Biblical Authority after Babel

To request a review copy, please visit
LexhamPress.com/review-request
Our books are available to retail customers and chain
stores through Baker & Taylor Publisher Services, or
your Noble Marketing sales representative.
orders@btpubservices.com
t. 1.800.266.5564 | f. 419.281.6883
Lexham Press is a part of the Faithlife Corporation.
Reach us at customerservice@lexhampress.com.
Unless otherwise noted, Lexham possesses worldwide
rights to all titles.
All prices are subject to change without notice.
1313 Commercial Street, Bellingham, WA, 98225, USA.
@LexhamPress
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THE LORD’S
PRAYER

THE APOSTLES’
CREED

A GUIDE TO PRAYING
TO OUR FATHER

A GUIDE TO THE
ANCIENT CATECHISM

Wesley Hill

Ben Myers

“In this treasure of a book, Hill
opens up the prayer with great
freshness for the ordinary reader,
so that we seem to hear Jesus himself speaking to us.”
—Fleming Rutledge, author of The Crucifixion and
Help My Unbelief

“Myers shows as much as he tells,
introducing us to the audacious
wisdom of ancient voices whose
insights prove timely and perennial. This is the catechesis we
need for a secular age.” —James K. A. Smith, Calvin College,
author of You Are What You Love and Awaiting the King

RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

978-1-6835-9318-8, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

978-1-6835-9088-0, Hardback (5x7), 168 pages, $15.99

@Lexham.Press
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DEMONS CONTENTS
Introduction
What You Know May Not Be So
Section 1:
Hebrew Terms for Evil Spiritual Beings
It Was All Greek to Them, Too
Section 2:
The Original Rebel—I Will Be Like the Most High
Satan in Second Temple Judaism
The Second Divine Rebellion—Making Our
Own Imagers
Depravity and Demons in Second Temple Judaism
The Third Divine Rebellion—Chaos in the Nations
Dark Powers over the Nations in Second
Temple Judaism
Section 3:
The Devil—His Dominion and Destiny
Evil Spirits—Demons and Their Destiny
The Ruling Powers—The Delegitimization
and Destiny
Section 4:
Myths and Questions about the Powers
of Darkness

What does the Bible really tell us
about the powers of darkness?
DEMONS
WHAT THE BIBLE REALLY SAYS
ABOUT THE POWERS OF DARKNESS

Michael S. Heiser
What people believed about evil spiritual forces in
ancient biblical times is very different than what
people have been led to believe about them today.
And this ancient worldview is missing from most
attempts to treat the topic.
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In Demons, Michael Heiser debunks popular
presuppositions about the very real powers of
darkness. Rather than traditions, stories, speculations,
or myths, Demons is grounded in what ancient people
of both the Old and New Testament eras believed
about evil spiritual forces and in what the Bible
actually says. You’ll come away with a sound, biblical
understanding of demons, supernatural rebellion, evil
spirits, and spiritual warfare.
Forthcoming April 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General
978-1-6835-9289-1, Hardback (6x9), 320 pages, $19.99

“This book brings clarity and coherence to what the Bible is
and is not trying to tell us about the nature and origins of
spiritual evil. Get ready for many lightbulb moments, and for
a whole new appreciation of biblical texts you thought you
already understood.”
—Tim Mackie, co-creator of The Bible Project
“Demons will not only answer your most difficult questions
about the underworld, but it will help you realize why your
role in the Great Commission is so important.”
—Frank Turek, CrossExamined.org and co-author,
I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist
“Michael Heiser has done a great service to all who want to
understand the biblical theology of demons, the supernatural
powers in rebellion against God. The study will correct
widely-held errors in modern demonology and make us more
faithful followers of the One who has won the decisive victory
over the Devil.” —Gerry Breshears, Professor of Theology,
Western Seminary, Portland

ANGELS
WHAT THE BIBLE REALLY SAYS
ABOUT GOD’S HEAVENLY HOST

Michael S. Heiser
Addressing common questions and misconceptions,
Michael Heiser shows what the Bible says about
God’s holy ones—and why it matters today.
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General

978-1-6835-9104-7, Hardback (6x9), 248 pages, $19.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“John Schwandt
knows how to teach
Greek, and it shows
in An Introduction
to Biblical Greek.
Schwandt’s
introduction is the
best there is.”
—Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno
Distinguished Professor of Christian
Origins, Houston Baptist University

AN INTRODUCTION
TO BIBLICAL GREEK
A GRAMMAR WITH EXERCISES

John D. Schwandt
In An Introduction to Biblical Greek, John D. Schwandt
integrates the rigor of a classic Greek grammar with
the fruit of contemporary language learning. The
result is a one-stop introduction to New Testament
Greek that exhibits sound scholarship in a friendly,
approachable manner for students.

“Schwandt’s grammatical and morphological explanations
are linguistically competent and well-informed while
maintaining the simple, nontechnical style needed in an
introductory text. I recommend this book enthusiastically!”
—Buist Fanning, Senior Professor Emeritus of
New Testament Studies, Dallas Theological Seminary
“John D. Schwandt’s splendid An Introduction to Biblical
Greek triggered my adrenaline to want to teach Greek
grammar again. It has everything one wants in a textbook.”
—Bruce Waltke, Professor Emeritus of Biblical Studies,
Regent College, Distinguished Professor Emeritus of
Old Testament, Knox Theological Seminary
Forthcoming May 2020

This textbook teaches students the basics of the
Greek language through 37 short lessons supported
by translation and writing exercises from the
New Testament. These practical lessons and
exercises will help readers grasp Greek grammar
and vocabulary as they start to translate the text of
the New Testament itself.

RELIGION / Biblical Reference / Language Study

978-1-6835-9118-4, Hardback (7x9), 240 pages, $34.99

More Original Language Resources
LEARNING BIBLICAL HEBREW
& WORKBOOK
READING FOR COMPREHENSION:
AN INTRODUCTORY GRAMMAR

Karl Kutz & Rebekah Josberger
“Learning Biblical Hebrew helps students sidestep
pitfalls by providing clear explanations of perennially
perplexing issues.”
—Richard Rohlfing Jr., Fuller Theological Seminary
LEARNING BIBLICAL HEBREW – 978-1-6835-9084-2, Hardback (7x9), 528 pages, $39.99
WORKBOOK – 978-1-6835-9244-0, Softcover (8.5x11), 376 pages, $27.99

BIBLICAL GREEK MADE SIMPLE
ALL THE BASICS IN ONE SEMESTER

H. Daniel Zacharias
“Danny Zacharias is a master teacher of elementary Greek.
I’m delighted to see in this new book, Biblical Greek
Made Simple, a coalescence of Dr. Zacharias’s scholarly
knowledge, pedagogical skill and technological competence.”
—Robert L. Plummer, Professor of New Testament
Interpretation, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Reference / Language Study, 978-1-6835-9100-9, Hardback (7x9), 360 pages, $28.99
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THE BEST OF
CHRISTIANITY TODAY
Since 1956, Christianity Today has been the voice of evangelicalism in
America—a bellwether of theology, politics, and culture for evangelicals.
The Best of Christianity Today is a new series, featuring the most
enduring articles from decades of Christianity Today written by the
most respected voices in modern evangelicalism. Lexham Press is
proud to partner with Christianity Today to bring these treasures of
evangelicalism’s heritage to readers today.

A window into sixty years of
evangelical political engagement.
DUAL CITIZENS
POLITICS AND AMERICAN
EVANGELICALISM
Ed. Timothy Padgett
American evangelicals are often assumed to be a
monolithic political force absolutely unified in their
priorities. This collection of articles from Christianity
Today originally published between 1956 and 2016
tells a different story. Evangelical engagement
with politics has been more complex than is often
remembered. Dual Citizens reveals a variety of
evangelical thought towards political developments
over the past few decades.

Forthcoming September 2020
RELIGION / Religion, Politics & State

978-1-6835-9407-9, Hardback (5x8), 424 pages, $28.99

In Dual Citizens, Timothy D. Padgett has collected a
number of articles that trace a variety of perspectives
in evangelical political thought, giving a more nuanced
understanding of how American evangelicals have
acted politically over the past decades. These essential
articles provide insight into our current situation and
preserve the wrestling and wisdom of the past for the
benefit of the future.

ARCHITECT OF
EVANGELISM

CHRIST THE
CORNERSTONE

BASICS OF
THE FAITH

ESSENTIAL ESSAYS
OF CARL F. H. HENRY

COLLECTED ESSAYS
OF JOHN STOTT

“Reading these Christianity Today
editorials will strike the reader, sometimes
jarringly so, as relentlessly relevant to our
own moment.”
—Russell Moore, president, The Ethics
& Religious Liberty Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention

“The publication of these collected
essays is a great boon since it allows
more readers to learn more from Stott.
No one who dips into these pages will
be disappointed.”
—Mark Noll, author of
Turning Points

AN EVANGELICAL
INTRODUCTION TO
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

978-1-6835-9336-2, Hardback (5x8),
432 pages, $23.99

978-1-6835-9340-9, Hardback (5x8),
384 pages, $21.99

“I have no doubt that through these
short essays God laid in my heart a firm
foundation for my formal studies and
teaching in the theological field. I am
delighted to see them available again.”
—John M. Frame, Emeritus Professor
of Systematic Theology and Philosophy,
Reformed Theological Seminary
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9338-6, Hardback (5x8),
440 pages, $29.99
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“You will be reminded
of just how glorious our
holy God of grace and
compassion is.”

“There is much here
to inform, correct,
and inspire the
Christian mind.”

—Darrell Bock, Dallas Theological Seminary

—John Barclay, Durham Univeristy

THE CARE OF SOULS
CULTIVATING A PASTOR’S HEART

Harold L. Senkbeil
Pastors care for a soul in the way a doctor cares for a
body. In a time when many churches have lost sight of
the real purpose of the church, The Care of Souls invites
a new generation of pastors to form the godly habits
and practical wisdom needed to minister to the hearts
and souls of those committed to their care.

WHO GOD IS

THE GOSPEL COALITION MINISTRY
BOOK OF THE YEAR, 2019

AUTHOR
Harold L. Senkbeil is an Executive Director of
Doxology: The Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care.
He is the author of numerous books and his pastoral
experience spans nearly five decades.

“Pastoral theology at its best. Every
pastor, and everyone who wants to
be a pastor, should read this book.”

MEDITATIONS ON THE
CHARACTER OF OUR GOD

Ben Witherington III

—Timothy George, founding dean of Beeson
Divinity School, Samford University; general editor,
Reformation Commentary on Scripture

Do you know the character of our God–
do you know who God is?

“One of the best books I’ve ever
read on the craft of pastoring.”

What does it mean to say that God is love, light,
life, and spirit? In Who God Is, world-renowned
New Testament scholar Ben Witherington III
explores the nature and character of the God of
the Bible by focusing specifically on the nouns
used to describe who God is. This rich exploration
has its foundation in a deep reading of the biblical
text. Reflecting on these descriptions of God
gives us a fresh understanding of the beauty and
uniqueness of the character of our God.
AUTHOR
Ben Witherington III is the Jean R. Amos Professor
of New Testament for Doctoral Studies at Asbury
Theological Seminary. He has written over forty
books and speaks at churches, colleges, and
conferences around the world.

2020 CHRISTIANITY TODAY BOOK AWARD WINNER
IN CHURCH/PASTORAL LEADERSHIP

—Tim Challies, author, blogger, pastor

“An enormously helpful work.”
—Michael A. G. Haykin, Professor of Church History
and Biblical Spirituality, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources

978-1-6835-9301-0,
Hardback (6x9), 312 pages, $21.99

Forthcoming April 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Meditations / General

978-1-6835-9364-5, Hardback (5x7), 96 pages, $16.99
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“The prayers of
this outstanding
book will be a
great help for
those longing to
seek God with all
their heart and all
their mind.”

“Here are the devotional
thoughts of one of the
most significant Protestant
thinkers of the last 150
years and from the most
formative period of his
influential life. This
treasure is both timeless
and timely.”
—R. Albert Mohler Jr., President,
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

—Joel R. Beeke, President, Puritan
Reformed Theological Seminary

PIERCING HEAVEN
PRAYERS OF THE PURITANS

Ed. Robert Elmer
“That prayer is most likely to pierce heaven which
first pierces one’s own heart.”
The Puritan combination of warm piety and careful
intellect have fueled a renaissance of interest in
their movement. This combination is on display in
Piercing Heaven, a collection of carefully selected
prayers from leading Puritans. The language in these
prayers has been slightly updated for a modern
audience while still retaining the elevated tone of
the Puritans. With prayers from Richard Baxter,
Thomas Brooks, John Owen, and many more, each
entry reminds us that heartfelt prayer is central to
the Christian life.
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“Piercing Heaven has quickly become a favorite book and
one I keep near me for when I pray—and especially for
when I don’t know what or how to pray. It’s a wonderful
resource and one I highly recommend.”
—Tim Challies, author, blogger, pastor
“This book is a collection of profound prayers, providing
much needed rich new and deep expressions for our
prayers.” —John MacArthur, Pastor-Teacher,
Grace Community Church in Sun Valley, California
RELIGION / Prayerbooks / Christian

978-1-6835-9334-8, Hardback (5x8), 240 pages, $23.99

EVER IN THY SIGHT
31 DEVOTIONS ON THE PSALMS

Abraham Kuyper
Well-known as a public figure and theologian,
Abraham Kuyper was also, like David, a man
after God’s own heart. His profound thought was
energized by a vibrant faith. It is fitting that the
Psalms--the anatomy of the human soul--inspired
abundant meditation for Kuyper as he endeavored to
apply Christ’s Lordship to all of life.
Translated and introduced by James De Jong, these
thirty-one meditations on the Psalms reveal the
devotion of a seasoned saint who remained faithful
to his Lord.

AUTHOR
Abraham Kuyper (1837–1920), a Prime Minister of
the Netherlands and founder of the Free University
of Amsterdam, applied a revived confessional
Calvinism to all areas of modern Dutch life. The faith
that inspired him and his followers in this effort is
captured in his published weekly meditations.
TRANSLATOR
James A. De Jong, retired president of Calvin
Theological Seminary, graduated from Calvin (BA
and BD) and the Free University of Amsterdam
(ThD). He is widely published in the history of
Reformed theology and history of missions. He has
taught on the undergraduate and graduate levels and
has lectured globally.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Devotional

978-1-6835-9358-4, Softcover (5x8), 248 pages, $18.99
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“A practical
and culturallyaware guide to
the particularities
of Asian North
American
hermeneutics,
theology, and pulpit.”

How can
a preacher
best address
suicide from
the pulpit?
PREACHING HOPE
IN DARKNESS
HELP FOR PASTORS IN
ADDRESSING SUICIDE
FROM THE PULPIT

Scott M. Gibson & Karen Mason
Pastors face many challenges. Suicide in a
congregation is amongst the most heart-rending and
intimidating. However, the preacher has a unique
capacity to engender gospel hope for preparing the
congregation and comforting the bereaved. To do so,
preachers need help understanding the challenges
and opportunities presented by addressing suicide
from the pulpit.
In Preaching Hope in Darkness, two practitioners
in fields that do not typically interact—homiletics
(Scott M. Gibson) and psychology (Karen Mason)—
work together to support the preacher in this
difficult task. Gibson and Mason offer wise advice on
a range of topics such as suicide prevention, post-
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crisis care, and funeral sermon preparation. With an
appendix of sample sermons and a sample funeral
liturgy, Preaching Hope in Darkness is an essential goto guide for this difficult topic.
AUTHORS
Scott M. Gibson (DPhil, University of Oxford)
holds the David E. Garland Chair of Preaching and
is the director of the PhD in Preaching Program at
Baylor University/Truett Seminary (Waco, TX). He
is cofounder of the Evangelical Homiletics Society
and the author or coauthor of several books on
preaching.
Karen Mason has an MA in Old Testament and a
PhD in counseling psychology and is professor of
counseling and psychology at Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary (South Hamilton, MA).
She is the author of Preventing Suicide: A Handbook
for Pastors, Chaplains and Pastoral Counselors
(InterVarsity Press, 2014).
Forthcoming November 2020
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources

978-1-6835-9411-6, Softcover (5.5x8.5), 288 pages, $23.99

—Daniel K. Eng, D Min, Instructor
at Moody Theological Seminary and
Affiliated Lecturer at the University
of Cambridge

FINDING OUR VOICE
A VISION FOR ASIAN NORTH
AMERICAN PREACHING
Matthew D. Kim & Daniel L. Wong
The message of what God has done in Christ is good
news to all, but to have the greatest impact on its
hearers—or even to be understood at all—it must be
culturally contextualized.
Finding Our Voice speaks clearly to an issue that
has largely been ignored: preaching to Asian
North American (ANA) contexts. In addition to
reworking hermeneutics, theology, and homiletics
for these overlooked contexts, Kim and Wong
include examples of culturally-specific sermons and
instructive questions for contextualizing one’s own
sermons.
Finding Our Voice is essential reading for all who
preach and teach in ANA contexts. But by examining
this kind of contextualization in action, all who
preach in their own unique contexts will benefit
from this approach.

“This book provides a much needed stepping stone for
the further development of the distinctive voices and
contributions that Asian North American preachers
can be making.” —DJ Chuang, Author of MultiAsian.
Church: A Future for Asian Americans in a
Multiethnic World
“A resource book that is visionary and thoughtprovoking.” —Donna Dong, Multi-ethnic/Multicultural Ministry Director, InterVarsity
AUTHORS
Matthew D. Kim (PhD, University of Edinburgh)
is Associate Professor of Preaching and Ministry,
Co-Director of the Haddon W. Robinson Center for
Preaching, and Director of Mentored Ministry at
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary.
Daniel L. Wong (DMin, Trinity Evangelica
Divinity School) is Associate Professor of Christian
Ministries at Tyndale University College &
Seminary, Toronto.
Forthcoming May 2020
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-6835-9378-2, Softcover (5x8), 208 pages, $17.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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STUDIES IN HISTORIC &
SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
Studies in Historical & Systematic Theology is a peer-reviewed series of
contemporary monographs exploring key figures, themes, and issues in
historical and systematic theology from an evangelical perspective.
See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/SHST.

THE GLOSS & THE TEXT
WILLIAM PERKINS ON INTERPRETING
SCRIPTURE WITH SCRIPTURE

HERMAN BAVINCK’S
USE OF FRIEDRICH
SCHLEIERMACHER

Andrew S. Ballitch

Cory C. Brock

Scripture opens itself up by its own words and interpretation.

Far from simply revisiting the older
dogmatic systems, Bavinck faithfully
engages modern trends like historical
criticism, the epistemological
problems raised by Kant, the
rationalism of the philosophes,
and the radical changes ushered in
through the French and European
revolutions. By exploring the relation
between Bavinck and Schleiermacher,
Orthodox yet Modern presents Bavinck
as a theologian eager to engage the
contemporary world, rooted in the
catholic and Reformed tradition,
absorbing the best of modernity
while rejecting its excesses.

William Perkins is the father of Puritanism, often remembered for
his preaching manual, The Art of Prophecy. Much attention has been
given to the Puritan movement, especially in its later forms, but
comparatively little has been given to Perkins.

Forthcoming July 2020
RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

978-1-6835-9391-1, Softcover (6x9),
232 pages, $28.99

ORTHODOX
YET MODERN

In The Gloss & the Text, Andrew Ballitch provides a thorough
examination of the hermeneutical principles that governed
Perkins’s approach to biblical interpretation. Perkins taught that
the Bible was God’s word as well as the interpretation of God’s
word. Interpretation is no private matter; it is a public gift of the
Spirit of God for the people of God. Ballitch’s study sheds light on
Perkins as a preacher, theologian, and student of Scripture.

Forthcoming July 2020

SINLESS FLESH

BORN AGAIN

A CRITIQUE OF KARL
BARTH’S FALLEN CHRIST

THE EVANGELICAL
THEOLOGY OF CONVERSION
IN JOHN WESLEY AND
GEORGE WHITEFIELD

Rafael Nogueira Bello
Rafael Nogueira Bello argues against
the assertion made by Karl Barth, T.
F. Torrance, and those who follow
them that Christ assumed a fallen
nature. Through retrieval of patristic,
medieval, and Reformed orthodox
theologians, Bello argues that a proper
understanding of human nature,
trinitarian inseparable operations,
and the habitual grace-grace of union
distinction leads to the conclusion
that the assertion that Christ assumed
a fallen human nature is at odds with
faithful theological and historical
understandings of the incarnation.

Sean McGever

Forthcoming August 2020

RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Christology

978-1-6835-9330-0, Softcover (6x9),
296 pages, $23.99

978-1-6835-9405-5, Softcover (6x9),
152 pages, $28.99

The gospel message is simple but not
simplistic. Learning the gospel and
its implications is a lifelong process,
but modern evangelicals are often too
focused on the moment of conversion
while ignoring the ongoing work of
sanctification. For John Wesley and
George Whitefield, justification and
sanctification were inseparable. In Born
Again, Sean McGever maps Wesley’s and
Whitefield’s theologies of conversion,
reclaiming the connection between
justification and sanctification.

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9385-0, Softcover
(6x9), 248 pages, $28.99
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ABRAHAM
KUYPER

LIVED THEOLOGY
SERIES

COMMON GRACE (VOLUME 3)
GOD’S GIFTS FOR A FALLEN WORLD
Common Grace is often considered Abraham Kuyper’s crowning
work, an exploration of how God expresses grace even to the
unsaved. Kuyper firmly believed that though many people in the
world will remain unconverted, God’s grace is still shown to the
world as a whole.
In this third and final volume of Common Grace, Kuyper brings
his argument to its logical completion by turning to practical
implications. With detailed explorations on matters of church and
state, family, upbringing, and society, Kuyper provides practical
guidance for all who desire to flourish within the created order, a
world in which God’s grace is generously given to all.
Forthcoming August 2020
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9670-5, Hardback (7x10), 704 pages, $49.99

The Lived Theology series explores aspects of Christian doctrine through the eyes of the men and women who
practiced it. Interweaving the contributions of notable individuals alongside their overshadowed contemporaries,
we gain a much deeper understanding and appreciation of their work and the broad tapestry of Christian history.
These books illuminate the vital contributions made by these figures throughout the history of the church.

PREACHING THE WORD WITH JOHN CHRYSOSTOM

Gerald Bray
“John Chrysostom is one of those ancient Christian writers we think we know perhaps better than
we do. Gerald Bray serves as a trustworthy guide to the essential Chrysostom, pointing the reader
to key elements of the reluctant bishop’s background as well as exploring the texts that will best
introduce twenty-first-century readers to the “golden-mouthed” interpreter of Jesus, Matthew,
John the Evangelist, and Paul.” —Joel Elowsky, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-5779-9366-9, Softcover (5x8), 120 pages, $12.99

ENGAGING THE WORLD WITH ABRAHAM KUYPER

Michael R. Wagenman
“Biblically conversant, culturally savvy, and wonderfully accessible.” —Bruce Riley Ashford,
Provost/Dean of the Faculty and Professor of Theology and Culture, Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-5779-9242-6, Softcover (5x8), 168 pages, $12.99

ON EDUCATION
COLLECTED WORKS IN PUBLIC THEOLOGY
“Kuyper articulates a robust, coherent, and consistent biblical framework centered in the Lordship of
Jesus Christ to guide and transform culture, including schooling. The modern reader will appreciate
how timely Kuyper’s arguments related to family, faith, teaching, learning, formation, and funding
are for today as many confront secularism with the grace that restores nature.”
—James L. Drexler, Dean of Education, Covenant College
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General 978-1-5779-9677-4, Hardback (7×10), 496 pages, $44.99
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LOVING GOD AND NEIGHBOR WITH SAMUEL PEARCE

Michael A. G. Haykin & Jerry Slate
“This account of Pearce’s relatively brief but fruit-filled life will leave you hungering for more
of his great God.” —C. Jeffrey Robinson, Sr., Senior Editor for The Gospel Coalition
RELIGION / Christian Church / History

978-1-5779-9269-3, Softcover (5x8), 128 pages, $12.99
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Did Eve sin
before Adam?
Unravel the
mystery of this
thorny issue.

A guide for
reading and
understanding
difficult New
Testament
verses.
NAVIGATING
TOUGH TEXTS
A GUIDE TO PROBLEM
PASSAGES IN THE
NEW TESTAMENT

Murray J. Harris
While the core message of the New Testament is
clear, there are often puzzling, alarming, or confusing
things we encounter when we get into the details of
the text.
Murray J. Harris, veteran scholar and translator,
is an ideal guide through these complicated passages.
In Navigating Tough Texts, he clearly and concisely
provides exegetical insights to over one hundred
tricky New Testament verses that have implications
for theology, apologetics, mission, and the
Christian life.
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Navigating Tough Texts is an indispensable resource
for pastors, students, and curious Christians who
want to be better readers of the many important—
and often confusing—New Testament passages.
AUTHOR
Murray J. Harris is Professor Emeritus of New
Testament Exegesis and Theology at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield, Illinois.
Formerly he was Warden of Tyndale House,
Cambridge (UK), and Faculty Member of the
Divinity School in the University of Cambridge.
He is the author of many well-known biblical
studies books.
Forthcoming July 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New Testament

978-1-6835-9395-9, Softcover (5.5x8.5), 288 pages, $23.99

WHEN DID EVE SIN?

Niehaus examines his view’s implications for biblical
historiography, what it meant to eat from the tree
of life, how a sinless being can fall into sin, and the
nature of the mysterious serpent. Everyone engaging
with these questions will be deftly guided by
Niehaus’s thorough study of this thorny issue.

THE FALL & BIBLICAL
HISTORIOGRAPHY

Jeffrey J. Niehaus
When responding to the serpent’s temptation to
eat the forbidden fruit, Eve says that one “must
not touch it” (Gen 3:2–3). In this, Eve appears to
embellish upon God’s clear command that one must
not eat from the tree (Gen 2:17). Did Eve add to
God’s command, becoming the first legalist? Was
this an innocent mistake? Or is the answer
altogether different?
Jeffrey J. Niehaus tackles this issue head-on in
When Did Eve Sin? Though many commentators
believe that Eve altered God’s command, there are
notable exceptions in the history of interpretation
that suggest another answer. Using Scripture to
interpret Scripture and analyzing biblical stories
where characters retell the facts, Niehaus recognizes
a common scriptural pattern that resolves the
mystery of Eve’s words.

AUTHOR
Jeffrey J. Niehaus (PhD, Harvard University) is
Professor of Old Testament at Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, where he has taught since
1982. He is the author of numerous scholarly articles
and books. In addition to being a biblical scholar,
Niehaus is a poet who earned his PhD in English
Literature.
Forthcoming August 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / Old Testament

978-1-6835-9399-7, Softcover (5x8), 200 pages, $19.99
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“A wonderfully
instructive tour of six
different theological
systems. I believe this
is one of the most
useful books on the
market today.”

What does
biblical
spirituality
look like? Look
to the forebears
of the faith.

—Thomas Schreiner, James Buchanan
Harrison Professor of New Testament
Interpretation and Biblical Theology, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

DISCONTINUITY
TO CONTINUITY
A SURVEY OF
DISPENSATIONAL AND
COVENANTAL THEOLOGIES

Benjamin L. Merkle
What is the best framework for reading the Bible?
The question of how to relate the Old and New
Testaments is as old as the Bible itself. While most
Protestants are unified on the foundations, there
are major disagreements on particular issues. Who
should be baptized? Is the Christian obligated to
obey the Law of Moses? Does the church supplant
Israel? Who are the proper recipients of God’s
promises to Israel?
In Discontinuity to Continuity, Benjamin Merkle brings
light to the debates between dispensational and
covenantal theological systems. Merkle identifies
how Christians have attempted to relate the
Testaments, placing viewpoints along a spectrum

of discontinuity to continuity. Each system’s
concerns are sympathetically summarized and
critically evaluated.
Through his careful exposition of these frameworks,
Merkle helps the reader understand the key issues in
the debate. Providing more light than heat, Merkle’s
book will help all readers better appreciate other
perspectives and articulate their own.
“Well-informed, insightful, even-handed, and precise in
highlighting the critical distinctives of each hermeneutical
system—all this while remaining concise and plainly
accessible. All sides will find this analytical summary
helpful.” —Fred G. Zaspel, pastor, Reformed
Baptist Church in Franconia, Pennsylvania; adjunct
professor of systematic theology, The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary
AUTHOR
Benjamin L. Merkle (PhD, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary) is Professor of New
Testament and Greek at Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
Forthcoming June 2020 RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

THE SPIRIT OF
HOLINESS

depression, friendship, choice, and faith, The Spirit
of Holiness encourages and directs Christians to
a healthy biblical spirituality informed by their
forebears of the faith.

REFLECTIONS ON
BIBLICAL SPIRITUALITY

AUTHOR
Terry Delaney (MDiv, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary) is pastor of Union Baptist
Church (Mexico, MO) and book review editor at
ChristianBookNotes.com.

Eds. Terry Delaney
& Roger D. Duke
What does it mean to be “spiritual”? What priorities
and practices inspire one to live the Christian life
well? While there are a multitude of answers to
these questions, very rarely are they both clear and
profound. As a result, Christians can be left feeling
lost and confused.
In The Spirit of Holiness, Terry Delaney and Roger
Duke have collected a variety of reflections on
spirituality that are shaped by the Bible, theology,
and the voices and examples of those who have come
before us.

Roger D. Duke (DMin, The University of the
South) is an ordained Baptist pastor. He taught
religion at Baptist College of Health Sciences, Union
University, and Memphis Theological Seminary.
He has contributed to numerous books, including,
John Broadus: A Living Legacy.
Forthcoming September 2020
RELIGION / Spirituality

978-1-6835-9324-9, Softcover (5.5x8.5), 232 pages, $28.99

With authors like Al Mohler, Michael Haykin, and
Steve Lawson covering topics such as perseverance,

978-1-6835-9387-4, Softcover (6x9), 288 pages, $25.99
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SNAPSHOTS SERIES
The Snapshots series, edited by renowned scholar Michael F. Bird, engages
significant issues in contemporary biblical scholarship, making them accessible
to busy students of the Word and applicable in the life of the church.
See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/Snapshots.

STUDIES IN SCRIPTURE
& BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
Studies in Scripture & Biblical Theology is a peerreviewed series of contemporary monographs
exploring key topics and issues in biblical studies and
biblical theology from an evangelical perspective.

THE ASCENSION
OF CHRIST

CHARGED WITH THE GLORY OF GOD
YAHWEH, THE SERVANT, AND THE EARTH IN ISAIAH 40–55

Caroline Batchelder

RECOVERING A
NEGLECTED DOCTRINE

Isaiah’s servant songs reveal a true and better Adam.

Patrick Schreiner

In Charged with the Glory of God, Caroline Batchelder provides a synchronic,
theological, and canonical reading of the four Servant Songs in Isaiah (42:1–9;
49:1–13; 50:3–11; 52:13–53:12), showing how they relate to one another and the
message of the prophetic book.

The good news of Jesus includes his life, death,
resurrection, and future return—but what about his
ascension? Though often neglected or misunderstood,
the ascension is integral to the gospel.
In The Ascension of Christ, Patrick Schreiner argues
that Jesus’ work would be incomplete without his
ascent to God’s right hand. Not only a key moment
in the gospel story, Jesus’ ascension was necessary
for his present ministry in and through the church.
Schreiner argues that Jesus’ residence in heaven
marks a turning point in his three-fold offices of
prophet, priest, and king. As prophet, Jesus builds the
church and its witness. As priest, he intercedes before
the Father. As king, he rules over all.

A full appreciation of the
ascension is essential for
understanding the Bible

Forthcoming November 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Prophets

978-1-6835-9409-3, Softcover (6x9),
456 pages, $29.99

Reading Isaiah as a compositional unity in conversation with other texts such
as Genesis results in a coherent presentation of the mysterious servant. The
polemic against idolatry reveals rebellious Israel to be false imagers of God.
In contrast, Isaiah’s servant is an ideal embodiment of Yahweh’s image and
likeness. Thus, the servant is a paradigm for those who wish to recapture and
realize God’s good creation purposes for all humanity. The servant poems are
not only a call to reorient oneself as a servant toward God and his creation, but
also a map and means for doing so.

THE RIGHTEOUS AND MERCIFUL JUDGE
THE DAY OF THE LORD IN THE LIFE AND THEOLOGY OF PAUL
Matthew D. Aernie & Donald E. Hartley

AUTHOR
Patrick Schreiner (PhD, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary) is Assistant Professor of
New Testament Language and Literature at Western
Seminary. He is the author of The Kingdom of God and
the Glory of the Cross and Matthew, Disciple and Scribe.

“Aernie and Hartley have tackled a complicated and very important topic. Their study
of Paul’s theology through the lens of the Day of the Lord is fresh, exciting, and insightful.”
—Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno Distinguished Professor of Christian Origins,
Houston Baptist University

Forthcoming July 2020
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Christology

978-1-6835-9397-3, Softcover (5x8), 120 pages, $15.99
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“This
commentary
has a beautiful
balance between
exposition,
theology, and
homiletics.”

Reading Romans
with rhetorical
perception results
in illuminating
and sometimes
surprising
conclusions.
ROMANS
A STRUCTURAL,
THEMATIC, AND
EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY

Aaron Sherwood
Paul’s majestic letter to the Romans has impacted
generations of readers. Christians regularly turn
to it as a foundation for doctrine, evangelism, and
Christian living. However, individual verses are
often pulled from their context or later doctrinal
formulations are imported into the text. Are we truly
following Paul’s meaning? What if we reread Romans
on its own terms, with sensitivity to its flow and
structure?

26

Aaron Sherwood’s Romans commentary keeps Paul’s
argument central. As we encounter the letter’s
message and theology, the forest is never lost for
the trees.
AUTHOR
Aaron Sherwood (PhD, Durham University) is an
Instructor for Regent College and the author of
Paul and The Restoration of Humanity in Light of
Ancient Jewish Traditions.
Forthcoming October 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / Paul’s Letters

978-1-6835-9401-7, Hardback (6x9), 936 pages, $54.99

—Daniel L. Akin, President
of Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary

NEHEMIAH
A PASTORAL AND
EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY

T. J. Betts
The book of Nehemiah highlights the priorities
God’s people should pursue and the principles
needed to fulfill their mission. Bridging the gap
between devotional and technical commentaries,
Nehemiah: A Pastoral and Exegetical Commentary
is an easy to understand exposition of this often
overlooked Old Testament narrative. With a mixture
of historical data and practical applications, T. J.
Betts emphasizes the relevance of Nehemiah’s
message for believers today.

AUTHOR
T. J. Betts (PhD, The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary) is Professor of Old Testament
Interpretation at The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. Previously, he pastored three churches
for over fifteen years. He has also taught pastors
worldwide, including in Asia, Europe, South America,
and North America.
Forthcoming June 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament / Historical Books

978-1-6835-9393-5, Softcover (6x9), 256 pages, $28.99
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EVANGELICAL EXEGETICAL
COMMENTARY SERIES
The Evangelical Exegetical Commentary series incorporates the latest in critical biblical scholarship,
yet each volume is written from a distinctly evangelical perspective. The authors explore the context and
meaning of each biblical book while showing the value and truth of the texts in ancient times and today.
These commentaries present historical and literary insights for understanding the text within the Bible’s
larger story and applying it to everyday life. Edited by H. Wayne House (general editor), William D. Barrick
(Old Testament editor), and W. Hall Harris III and Andrew W. Pitts (New Testament editors).

DANIEL
Paul Tanner
In this volume from the Evangelical Exegetical Commentary, Paul
Tanner argues that the book of Daniel is the Old Testament blueprint
of the Bible’s overarching eschatological narrative. Tanner examines
key aspects of the book of Daniel such as the revelation of Israel’s
future in relation to gentile kingdoms, God’s exaltation of Daniel as a
channel through whom he reveals his will and God’s sovereign control
of the nations under whom Israel is being disciplined. Tanner provides
exegetical insight to help readers better understand not only how
God worked in Israel’s history through Daniel, but how he sovereignly
directs all of world history—for all time.
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old
Testament / General 978-1-6835-9309-6,

Hardback (6×9), 864 pages, $49.99

“Paul Tanner’s new commentary will soon take its place among the finest,
most thorough and most helpful commentaries ever produced on the book
of Daniel.” —Kenneth L. Barker, General Editor, NIV Study Bible

AMOS, JONAH, & MICAH
JoAnna M. Hoyt
While each is unique, these three biblical books can be connected
by the theological themes of divine justice, mercy, judgment, and
repentance. In this volume, JoAnna M. Hoyt examines these themes
in depth, revealing the complexity of the relationship between God
and his people. Throughout her commentary, Hoyt closely examines
the text of these three prophetic books, giving us
a scholarly and applicable exploration for the church.
“JoAnna Hoyt has produced a superb volume that will take a place among the best
exegetical commentaries available on these three important prophetic books.”
—Robert B. Chisholm, Jr., Chair and Senior Professor of Old Testament
Studies, Dallas Theological Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament / Prophets

978-1-6835-9246-4, Hardback (6×9), 880 pages, $54.99

LEXHAM
GEOGRAPHIC
COMMENTARY
Ed. Barry J. Beitzel

LEXHAM GEOGRAPHIC
COMMENTARY
ON ACTS THROUGH
REVELATION
The Lexham Geographic Commentary on Acts through
Revelation puts readers in the sandals of the apostles as
they travel throughout the Mediterranean, explaining
the geographical setting for the spread of Christianity
in the first century. Geography is a central concern
throughout the writings of Paul and the apostles, but
the full significance of its geographical context is easily
overlooked without a familiarity with the places, the types
of transportation, the relative distances, and the travel
conditions around the ancient Mediterranean. Luke’s
account mentions places from all over the known world,
and Paul’s missionary travels covered an estimated 15,000
miles by land and sea. The Lexham Geographic Commentary
gives you insight into the importance of all of these
locations—both culturally and spatially—and provides a
deeper understanding of the spread of early Christianity.
“First-rate scholarship all bundled into an accessible format.
I will not study from Acts to Revelation without having this
volume at my side.”
—Scot McKnight, Professor of New Testament,
Northern Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / History & Culture

LEXHAM GEOGRAPHIC
COMMENTARY
ON THE GOSPELS
2019 CHRISTIANITY TODAY
BOOK AWARD WINNER
“This distinctive and clearly-focused commentary is
replete with solid information about the geographical
and archaeological contexts of the Gospels.”
—David A. deSilva, Trustees’ Distinguished
Professor of New Testament and Greek, Ashland
Theological Seminary
EDITOR
Barry J. Beitzel is Professor Emeritus of Old
Testament and Semitic Languages at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois,
USA. He holds a PhD in Ancient Near Eastern
Studies from Dropsie University in Philadelphia. He
obtained a postdoctorate in Ancient Near Eastern
Geography from the Université de Liège, Belgium,
and has engaged in postdoctoral archaeological work
through UCLA in eastern Syria. Dr. Beitzel is the
author of The New Moody Atlas of the Bible.
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / History & Culture

978-1-6835-9044-6, Hardback (6x9),
600 pages, $39.99

978-1-6835-9342-3, Hardback (6x9),
792 pages, $39.99
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The Bible
is more
than just a
collection
of isolated
stories
THE UNFOLDING
WORD
THE STORY OF THE BIBLE
FROM CREATION TO
NEW CREATION

Zach Keele
Scripture is a transformative, unfolding word
that shapes and changes its readers. Too often,
however, the Bible can be misunderstood or hard to
comprehend: How does the Bible, with its various
authors, genres, and style, separated by hundreds
of years, tell a single story?
In The Unfolding Word, Zach Keele helps readers
understand the narrative shape of the Bible and
how each of its parts collectively tell one grand story.
Engaging with both ancient history and the personal

events depicted in Scripture provides a unique
perspective for readers of the Bible. By treating the
whole world of Scripture as a cohesive story, hidden
insights and spiritual jewels will begin to emerge.
AUTHOR
Zach Keele has been the pastor of Escondido
Orthodox Presbyterian Church since 2003.
He has also been a lecturer at Westminster Seminary
California since 2004 in Greek, Hebrew, English
Bible Survey, and speech.
Forthcoming September 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General

978-1-6835-9380-5, Softcover (5.5x8.5), 376 pages, $24.99

DISCOVERING THE
NEW TESTAMENT
AN INTRODUCTION TO ITS BACKGROUND,
THEOLOGY, AND THEMES

Mark J. Keown

“A worthy guide to these crucial first five books of the New Testament.”
—Darrell Bock, Senior Research Professor of New Testament Studies, Dallas Theological Seminary

Discovering the New Testament is a new and comprehensive introduction to the New Testament
in three volumes, reflecting current research and scholarship in New Testament studies. Each
volume provides a thorough discussion of background issues as well as a treatment of theological
themes and practical application. Ideal for college or seminary students, the volumes provide
numerous maps and charts, as well as discussion questions for each chapter and a focus on reallife relevance and application.

VOLUME II:
THE PAULINE
LETTERS

VOLUME I:
THE GOSPELS
AND ACTS
The first volume on the
Gospels and Acts covers
Jewish and Greco-Roman
backgrounds, critical
methodologies, the
Synoptic problem, and
surveys each of the four Gospels and Acts. It
concludes with three chapters that explore the key
theme of the kingdom of God, including its Old
Testament background, the place of miracles, and
an examination of Jesus’ parables.

The second volume is
devoted to the life and
writings of the apostle
Paul. It traces Paul’s
early life, conversion,
and missionary journeys,
overviews the contours of his theology, and
surveys the authorship, form, and content of
his letters.
Forthcoming October 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament

978-1-6835-9382-9, Hardback (6x9), 880 pages, $49.99

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament

978-1-6835-9232-7, Hardback (6x9), 656 pages, $49.99

AUTHOR: Mark J. Keown (ThD, Laidlaw College) is a Senior Lecturer in New Testament at

Laidlaw College in Auckland, NZ and is the author of Congregational Evangelism in Philippians
as well as numerous essays and journal articles. He is also an ordained minister and served at
Greenlane Presbyterian Church from 1997–2003.
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EVERYDAY APOLOGETICS
ANSWERING COMMON OBJECTIONS TO
THE CHRISTIAN FAITH

SCRIPTURE
IN CONTEXT

Eds. Paul Chamberlain & Chris Price
In an era where access to objections and arguments is easier than
ever, everyday Christians need to be prepared with strong, clear
responses. In Everyday Apologetics, readers will be equipped with
answers to some of Christianity’s most difficult objections: Why is
the God of the Old Testament so violent? Are science and faith in
fundamental conflict with one another? The contributors take up
these questions, and more, helping Christians to be strengthened in
their faith, while also providing powerful answers to opponents of
the Christian faith.

David Instone-Brewer

The Scripture in Context series is driven by the conviction that there is nothing as exciting, direct,
provocative, and spiritually enlightening as the Bible when we read it as it was meant to be read. Each book
in the series dives into the ancient cultural context behind Bible passages, examining the effect this context
had on what the Bible writers were saying and how we should understand their words today. When we read
the Bible in light of its context, it is anything but boring. Instead, God’s word can speak to us as powerfully
as it did to those who first read it.

Forthcoming May 2020
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

978-1-6835-9372-0, Softcover (5x7),
240 pages, $17.99

SCIENCE & THE BIBLE

With a clear, inviting, winsome style, Everyday Apologetics is for
everyone: Christians, skeptics, seekers, and everyone in between.
“This book is engaging—it is timely, witty, even funny. More
importantly, it deals with today’s thorniest problems without being
academic or boring.”
—Gary R. Habermas, Distinguished Research Professor and Chair of
the Department of Philosophy, Liberty University

MODERN INSIGHTS FOR AN ANCIENT TEXT
Science and the Bible are often pitted against each other, causing many to either defend
science at Scripture’s expense, or vice versa. Instead, what if we saw them as friends?
David Instone-Brewer takes a refreshing and non-antagonistic approach, asking how
science can aid our interpretation of the Bible. The result is stimulating on topics such as
God’s omnipresence, the origin of languages, the nature of eternity, the relationship of
spirit and soul, the reality of resurrection, and Jesus’ human experience.

THE BEDROCK OF CHRISTIANITY
THE UNALTERABLE FACTS OF JESUS’ DEATH
AND RESURRECTION

Justin W. Bass

Forthcoming August 2020

Can we all agree on some things about Jesus, regardless of our
belief—or unbelief? Perhaps surprisingly, there is a lot upon which
all scholars can agree. When surveying historical scholarship, there
are certain truths about Jesus that Christians, agnostics, and skeptics
must affirm.

RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues 978-1-6835-9403-1, Softcover (5x8), 288 pages, $14.99

MORAL
QUESTIONS
OF THE BIBLE
TIMELESS TRUTH IN A
CHANGING WORLD
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CHURCH DOCTRINE
& THE BIBLE
THEOLOGY IN
ANCIENT CONTEXT

“By examining texts within
their cultural contexts,
Instone-Brewer shows not only
that the biblical commands
represent a major ethical advance on the cultures of their
day, but also that they reflect the encultured revelation
of a just and loving God.” —Mark L. Strauss, University
Professor of New Testament, Bethel Seminary

Too often, Christians are content
to state a doctrine, list a few
supporting Bible passages, and
proceed on to the next. Peeling
away thousands of years of
theological development, David Instone-Brewer reveals
how the Bible’s original hearers would have understood
these doctrines and helps us resolve some of our
doctrinal disputes and misunderstandings.

RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9295-2, Softcover (5×8), 304 pages, $14.99

978-1-6835-9376-8, Softcover (5x8), 200 pages, $14.99

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / History & Culture

978-1-6835-9360-7, Softcover (5x8),
272 pages, $18.99

In The Bedrock of Christianity, Justin Bass shows how—regardless
of one’s feelings about Christianity—there lies a bedrock of truths
about Jesus’ life and ministry that are held by virtually all scholars of
religion. Through an examination of each of these key facts, readers
will encounter the unalterable truths upon which everyone can
agree. Useful for both Christians and non-Christians alike, this study
demonstrates what we can really know about the historical truth of
Jesus’ death and resurrection.
“Justin Bass offers a delightful excavation of the historical foundations of
the Christian faith pertaining to the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus.”
—Michael F. Bird, Academic Dean and Lecturer of Theology,
Ridley College
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PAGES FROM A
PREACHER’S NOTEBOOK

“By far the best
on the market in
terms of both its
reliable textual basis
and its faithful,
consistent, readable
translation.”

WISDOM AND PRAYERS FROM THE PEN OF JOHN STOTT

John Stott, Ed. Mark Meynell
Like many preachers, the great British evangelical leader John Stott
was always looking for illustrations to include in his sermons and
writings. Beginning in the 1940s and continuing until the early
2000s, when he came across something he thought he could use, he
captured it on a note card, labeled it according to topic, and filed it
away in his study.

Forthcoming July 2020
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-6835-9389-8, Hardback (5x8),
280 pages, $24.99

Editor Mark Meynell, who worked at All Souls Langham Place with
Stott, has selected the best of these illustrations to be included in
Pages from a Preacher’s Notebook. Here we see Stott’s fruitful and
disciplined mind on display in hundreds of preaching notes and
prayers on various subjects, all arranged topically. Whether you
are a preacher or writer looking for a good idea, or an admirer of
Stott who enjoys reading anything he writes, Pages from a Preacher’s
Notebook illuminates his careful working methods for the benefit
of readers today.

MYTH AND MEANING IN
JORDAN PETERSON
A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE

Ed. Ron Dart
Popular philosopher Jordan Peterson has captured the imagination of
Western world.
In Myth and Meaning in Jordan Peterson, scholars across various
disciplines explore various aspects of Jordan Peterson’s thought from
a Christian perspective. Both critical and charitable, sober-minded
and generous, this collection of ten essays is a key resource for those
looking to faithfully engage with Jordan Peterson’s thought.

PHILOSOPHY / Religious

978-1-6835-9362-1, Hardback (5.5x8.5),
248 pages, $18.99

—Michael A.G. Haykin, FRHistS, Chair
and professor of Church History, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

LEXHAM ENGLISH
SEPTUAGINT
A NEW TRANSLATION

Ken Penner, General Editor
Beautifully typeset in a comfortable, single-column
format, the LES provides a literal, readable, and
transparent English edition of the Septuagint for
modern readers. Translated directly from Swete’s

edition of the Septuagint, the LES maintains the
meaning of the original text, making the Septuagint
accessible to readers today.
“The LES makes significant steps forward in translation
philosophy, accuracy, and readability.” —Gregory R.
Lanier, Associate Professor of New Testament, RTSOrlando, Co-editor, Septuaginta: A Reader’s Edition
BIBLES / Other English Translations / General

978-1-6835-9344-7, Hardback (6x9), 1,304 pages, $39.99

“When you are finished with this book, you will not only be more informed
about one of the world’s leading philosophers but, more importantly, you
will be drawn to the ultimate source of wisdom and life: Jesus Christ.”
—Daniel Darling, Vice President for Communications, Ethics &
Religious Liberty Commission, Southern Baptist Convention
“What is behind the phenomenon of Jordan Peterson? The essays in this
book not only offer sound analysis from a variety of cultural and spiritual
angles but also point to areas where Christians could (and should) be
making strong gospel connections.”
—John Stonestreet, President, Colson Center for Christian Worldview
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“An astonishing
volume of essays:
articulate, frank,
insightful, and
suffused with
fraternal respect.”
—Charles J. Chaput, O.F.M. Cap.,
Archbishop of Philadelphia

THE THEOLOGY OF
BENEDICT XVI
A PROTESTANT APPRECIATION

Ed. Tim Perry
A deeper understanding of Benedict’s theology
reveals a man dedicated to the life and faith of the
church. In this collection of essays, prominent
Protestant theologians examine and commend the
work of the Pope Emeritus. The contributors present
a full picture of Benedict’s theology, particularly
his understanding of the relationship between faith
and reason and his pursuit of truth for the church.
The global Christian faith can learn from Benedict’s
insight into the modern church and his desire to
safeguard the future of the church by leaning on the
wisdom of the ancient church.

“An exercise in ecumenical theology at its best.”
—Timothy George, founding dean of Beeson Divinity
School of Samford University and general editor of
the Reformation Commentary on Scripture
Joseph Ratzinger (Benedict XVI) is one of the
foremost contemporary Catholic theologians: Pope
from 2005 to 2013, Prefect for the Congregation of
Doctrine and Faith from 1981 until his election as
Pope, theological consultant to the Second Vatican
Council (1962–1965), and longtime professor of
theology.
AUTHOR
Tim Perry (PhD, Durham University) is adjunct
professor of theology at Saint Paul University
(Ottawa, ON) and Trinity School for Ministry
(Ambridge, PA).
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9346-1, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 336 pages, $25.99
CONTRIBUTORS
Tim Perry, Ben Myers, Katherine Sonderegger,
Gregg R. Allison, Kevin J. Vanhoozer, R. Lucas
Stamps, Christopher R. J. Holmes, Fred Sanders,
Carl R. Trueman, David Ney, Peter J. Leithart,
Joey Royal, Annette Brownlee, Preston D. S.
Parsons, Jonathan Warren P. (Pagán)
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Follow the life
and ministry of
Christianity’s
leading missionary
JOURNEYS OF THE
APOSTLE PAUL
Ed. David Bomar
The apostle Paul is one of the most important
figures in the early church. He is a main character in
the narrative woven through the book of Acts, and
his thirteen letters make up a significant portion
of the New Testament canon. Because Acts and his
letters appear as discrete books in Scripture, it can
be difficult to piece together a clear narrative for
Paul’s life and ministry.

In Journeys of the Apostle Paul, twenty contributors
present a coherent picture of Paul’s life, connecting
the events in Acts to his letters and theological
teaching. With beautifully rendered maps and
timelines, this book takes readers through the Acts
narratives of Paul’s journeys step by step—his
interrupted journey to Damascus while persecuting
Christians, his three missionary journeys, and his
long journey from Jerusalem to Rome. Along the
way, you’ll discover new insights into his life, his
teaching, and his role in the early church.
Forthcoming February 2020
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Paul’s Letters

978-1-6835-9357-7, Hardback (9x11), 120 pages, $29.99
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WE ARE ALL
PHILOSOPHERS

SPIRITS IN BONDAGE

A CHRISTIAN INTRODUCTION
TO SEVEN FUNDAMENTAL
QUESTIONS

C. S. Lewis

John M. Frame
“We Are All Philosophers is an
accessible, digestible, insightful, and
biblically grounded introduction to philosophical thought.”
—James Anderson, Professor of Theology and Philosophy,
Reformed Theological Seminary
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

A CYCLE OF LYRICS
“This cycle of poems helps us
pinpoint the difference conversion
made to one of the world’s most
celebrated converts.”
—Peter J. Leithart, Theopolis
Institute, Author of The End of Protestantism
POETRY / Subjects & Themes / Inspirational & Religious

978-1-6835-9370-6, Hardback (5x8.5), 256 pages, $14.99

HEARERS
& DOERS

THE WORLD TURNED
UPSIDE DOWN

A PASTOR’S GUIDE TO
MAKING DISCIPLES THROUGH
SCRIPTURE AND DOCTRINE

FINDING THE GOSPEL
IN STRANGER THINGS

Kevin J. Vanhoozer
“A splendid book that brings
together biblical exegesis, theological
reflection, and cultural analysis—
all for the sake of the church.” —Trevin Wax, Director for
Bibles and Reference at LifeWay Christian Resources
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship

978-1-6835-9134-4, Hardback (5×8), 296 pages, $19.99

978-1-6835-9310-2, Hardback (5x7), 224 pages, $15.99

Michael S. Heiser
“The World Turned Upside Down lies at
the intersection of pop culture and Christian
theology. If you liked the phenomenon that is
Stranger Things, you’ll love how biblical scholar and fan of the series
Michael Heiser draws out its meaning and application to our own lives
in a way that aligns with Scripture.” —Brian Godawa, Hollywood
screenwriter and author of Hollywood Worldviews: Watching
Films with Wisdom and Discernment
PERFORMING ARTS / Television / Genres / Science Fiction, Fantasy & Horror
978-1-6835-9322-5, Softcover (5x8), 120 pages, $12.99

INVITED TO
KNOW GOD

SURPRISED BY
THE PARABLES

THE BOOK OF DEUTERONOMY

GROWING IN GRACE THROUGH
THE STORIES OF JESUS

A. J. Culp
What could Deuteronomy have to say
for modern readers who face vastly
different issues? Invited to Know
God shows that Deuteronomy is
simply about knowing God. To understand God better, we need
to understand Deuteronomy better.
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Bible Study Guides

978-1-6835-9350-8, Softcover (5x8), 128 pages, $12.99

CHURCH
LEADERSHIP
AND STRATEGY

Michelle Lee-Barnewall
“Lee-Barnewall packs deep wisdom
into this concise book, shedding light
on context and unpacking how the
parables are stories of divine grace.”
–Nijay K. Gupta, associate professor of New Testament,
Portland Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Jesus, the Gospels & Acts

978-1-6835-9299-0, Softcover (5.5x8.5), 176 pages, $18.99

THE HEART OF
THE PREACHER
PREPARING YOUR SOUL
TO PROCLAIM THE WORD

FOR THE CARE OF SOULS

Rick Reed

Harold L. Senkbeil &
Lucas V. Woodford
“This book lays out clear and
practical principles for developing
the right priorities in ministry. Where was this book when
I started in ministry?” —Brandon D. Smith, Editorial
Director, Center for Baptist Renewal

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching

RELIGION / Leadership

978-1-6835-9348-5, Hardback (5x8), 240 pages, $13.99

978-1-6835-9315-7, Softcover (5x8), 104 pages, $9.99

JESUS, DIVORCE,
& REMARRIAGE

THE WONDERFUL
DECREE

IN THEIR HISTORICAL SETTING

RECONCILING SOVEREIGN
ELECTION AND UNIVERSAL
BENEVOLENCE

Gordon Wenham
“This book should be essential reading
for any Christian concerned about
divorce. Gordon Wenham bases his
message upon years of study of ancient
marriage practices and careful exegesis of the Gospel passages.”
—Alan Millard, Rankin Professor Emeritus of Hebrew and
Ancient Semitic Languages, University of Liverpool
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Jesus

978-1-6835-9328-7, Softcover (5x8), 128 pages, $12.99
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Travis James Campbell

“Reed knows that a preacher’s biggest
challenge is doing the heart work needed
to preach a life-transforming sermon.”
—Steven D. Mathewson, pastor, Crosslife
Evangelical Free Church (Libertyville, IL); Director of the Doctor of
Ministry program at Western Seminary (Portland, OR)

EVERY DAY MATTERS

SMART CHURCH
FINANCES
A PASTOR’S GUIDE TO
BUDGETS, SPREADSHEETS,
AND OTHER THINGS YOU
DIDN’T LEARN IN SEMINARY

“The Wonderful Decree is in my
estimation one of the most significant
contributions to Christian thought
from the last century. Here the reader will find a sophisticated
discussion of a whole range of issues relating to divine providence,
predestination, and the nature of human freedom.”
—Paul L. Owen, Professor of Bible and ministry, Montreat College

“An extraordinarily helpful and well-written guide for
every leader who wants to see their organization flourish.”
—Mac Pier, Founder, Movement.org,
Lausanne Co-Catalyst for Cities

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

RELIGION / Christian Church / Administration

978-1-6835-9332-4, Softcover (6x9), 296 pages, $23.99

978-1-6835-9374-4, Softcover (5x8), 160 pages, $15.99

George M. Hillman Jr.
& John Reece

A BIBLICAL APPROACH
TO PRODUCTIVITY

Brandon D. Crowe
“Brandon Crowe distills the best
secular books on productivity but with a
distinctively Christian approach. What
drives his common-sense advice is for us
to glorify God.” —Andy Naselli, associate professor of systematic
theology and New Testament for Bethlehem College & Seminary
in Minneapolis
SELF-HELP / Self-Management / Time Management

978-1-6835-9326-3, Softcover (5.5x8.5), 208 pages, $17.99
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